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Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

December 15, 2018

Mrs. Marina CAROBBIO
President of the
United Federal Assembly
Federal Palace
CH-3003 Bern
cc: To whom it may concern
Opposition against the election of December 5, 2018
of Viola AMHERD as Federal Councillor
Mrs. President of the United Federal Assembly,
Switzerland is governed by the center/right political parties. The corrupt
politician is the rule among them, and not the exception. The most corrupt party
is the CVP (Christian Democratic Peoples Party). How this party is functioning
is demonstrated with the example of your predecessor Dominique De BUMAN:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-12-23_de_buman-e.pdf

The United Federal Assembly elected on December 5, 2018 the CVP woman from
the Upper Valais, Viola AMHERD (in French pronounced «A-merde») to succed
to the Federal Councillor Doris LEUTHARD. The party Commission of Ethicsy,
chaired by the former President of the Federal Court, Heinz AEMISEGGER
delivered beforehand a certificate of good conduct. The mail of a fraud victim of
AMHERD was ignored (enclosure 1). AEMISEGGER is him-self a crook
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_aemisegger-d.pdf

For this reason he has been pushed by his CVP to be elected Federal Judge at the
time. He has thus a debt towards the corrupt CVP, explaining, why he did give
the green light concerning AMHERD.
Herewith I submit my Opposition against this election.
Motivation
Viola AMHERD has contributed intentionally to a fraud of the social security at
the costs of one of her victims. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-07-21_Merkli-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-10-06_petition-e%20.pdf

The only reason, why she is not yet jailed is that the CVP Cronies of the Upper
www.censure.info
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Valais are involved. Everybody is covering everybody in this plot. The conflict of
interests cannot be overlooked: The Justice of te he Valais ceased to function.
You, Members of the Federal Chambers, who did elect AMHERD, you were in the
fundamental error, believing to deal with an honest candidate. This is not the case
– her election thus invalid.
The Prosecutors‘ Office VS is obviously part of the plot with the frauding Lawyer
AMHERD. The penal complaints against her were never dealt with. We are in the
presence of an open conflict of interests. The State Councillor VS Roberto
SCHMIDT has perfectly understood the situation during a hearing of Sept. 17,
2018 (enclosure 2). Therefore he recommended to the victim to appeal to the
President of the Commission of Justice. And that Lady advised the injured person
to return to the Prosecutors‘ Office. The serpent is eating its own tail.
You will of course invoke the separation of powers. You mean certainly the
constitutional state wanted by Montesquieu. But he did not speak of separation,
but of «répartition équilibrée des pouvoirs». Thus not separation but distribution
of powers.
In the present case we are facing the criminal association of the CVP lawyers and
Judges of the Upper Valais. Therefore one does need «checks and balances». The
Judiciary is surveying of course the Parliament and the Gorvernment. Nobody
does interprete it as a violation of the separation of powers. Logically, the first
and the seond power are thus as well authorized to restore the order within the
third power, when nothing is working any more because of the conflicts of
interests.
As you know, Swizerland is illegally censoring our web sites. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-06-26_cramer-e.pdf

Fortunately, it is easy to circumnavigate it, e.g. with the Software NordVPN or a
Proxy like https://kproxy.com/
Sincereyl yours
Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosures:
1. Mail to AEMISEGGER (former President Federal Court) of Nov.1st 2018
2. Minutes of the hearing of Sept. 17, 2018, approved by the State
Councillor VS Roberto SCHMIDT
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